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Turn data into insights, and insights 
into better decisions.

Is your organisation performing optimally? Are you leaving 
profits on the table? Are you meeting your customers’ 
expectations? Are you marketing effectively? Feel you are 
ready for the future - how can you be sure? 

Certainty is in short supply in today’s competitive global 
marketplace. But one thing’s for sure – unless you’re on top 
of your business insights, you’re flying blind.

At DXC, we’ve been enabling clients from across Australia & New Zealand and the 
industry spectrum to gather, consolidate and manage their data and turn it into 
business-critical insights since 1998.

 
From acquiring and analysing the most granular data, through to translating 
it into big-picture intelligence and actionable strategies, our Information 
Management (IM), Business Intelligence (BI), Big Data and Enterprise Performance 
Management (EPM) specialists and tools empower your staff to make better 
decisions and create quantifiable value for your customers. From information, to 
analytics, to intelligence, to results: 

Understand  
your customers. 

Improve engagement, 
management, marketing 

and loyalty.

Refine  
your strategies. 

Align your strategic 
objectives and refine your 

business model.

Plan with  
confidence. 

Take the uncertainty out of 
your financial planning & 

consolidation process.

 

Harness 
real-time data.

Collect and leverage 
realtime data and results 

to improve critical decision 
making.

Analyse 
performance. 

View, compare and 
consolidate, with  

complete clarity across  
your organisation.

Identify opportunities  
and issues. 

Optimise processes, 
address rootcause  

issues and minimise  
risk in real time.

All things Business Intelligence:

•  Strategic planning
•  Architecture design
•  Implementations
•  Upgrades
•  Cloud migrations
•  Profiling and cleansing
•  Solution hosting
•  Managed services
•  Flexible support

 
Technologies 
Cloud:

•  Oracle Planning Cloud 
•  Financial Consolidation  

Cloud (FCC)
•  Enterprise Performance 

Reporting (EPRCS)
•  BI Cloud Services (BICS)
•  Data Visualisation 

Cloud Service (DVCS)
•  Data Preparation Cloud

On-Premise:

•  Hyperion Planning (HP)
•  Hyperion Financial 

Management (HFM)
•  Financial Accounting Hub 

(FAH)
•  OBI Foundation Suite (OBIEE)
•  Endeca Information 

Discovery (EID)
•  Oracle Big Data Discovery 

(BDD)
•  Oracle Data Integrator (ODI)
•  Oracle Enterprise Data 

Quality (EDQ)
•  Master Data Management 

(MDM)
•  Big Data Appliance
•  Exalytics
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Extract maximum value with Red Rock

Wherever you are on the BI and EPM maturity scale – whether you’re just starting 
out, or looking to improve your data management and translation capabilities – 
we’ll share our IP and help you plan, implement, manage and extract maximum 
value from a tailored suite of BI and EPM tools.

Our BI and EPM process
•     Assess your existing BI and EPM capabilities
•     Define your strategic, BI and EPM objectives
•     Develop and prove the BI and EPM business case
•     Deliver products and post-implementation support  

(managed services or on-demand), including ongoing 
assessment, migration and upgrade support

Information Strategy & Architecture Performance Management

•     Information management (IM) strategy 
and roadmap

•     IM maturity assessments
•     Analytics solution selection
•     Centre-of-Excellence (CoE)  

/ Self-service model
•     Health checks

•     Financial budgeting, planning  
and forecasting

•     Financial consolidation
•     Financial close
•     Statutory and compliance reporting

BI & Data Visualisation (DV) Data Management Services

•     Transactional reporting
•     BI dashboards and scorecards
•     Data visualisation and analytics
•     Packaged business analytics solutions 

(BI apps)

•     Big data solutions
•     Data warehousing (DW)
•     Master data management
•     Operational data store (ODS)
•     Data profiling, conversion, 

cleansing and migration
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Our Cloud First approach
At DXC Practice for Oracle, we have a clearly defined Cloud First strategy 
focusing on the entire lifecycle of Oracle®’s Cloud offering, from assessments, to 
implementations, to continual improvement.

•   Cloud First Assessment. Our specialists assess a move to the Cloud for every 
client, considering design, change management, enterprise architecture and ROI.

•   Cloud First Offerings. We draw on our experience of ERP deployments 
worldwide, across multiple industries, to tailor our prebuilt Cloud solutions 
so they deliver th outcomes each client expects in a measured, efficient and 
timely manner.

•   Cloud First Support Services. Our managed service model for the Cloud, which 
focuses on clients’ business requirements post go-live, encompasses updates, 
road maps, user training, business process-friendly patching and ROI.

•   Cloud First Partners. We have aligned our focus on Cloud through our 
partners, with each alliance bringing in a specific capability as part of our 
execution. Examples include embedded training, SaaS pay roll with prebuilt 
integrations, automated testing, automating migration to Cloud and more.

Managed Services

Our highly trained and experienced Managed Services team provides a multi-
tiered suite of scalable technology and infrastructure management and support 
solutions. These solutions are tailored to meet each client’s requirements, 
thereby minimising costs and maximising uptime. Our support services include 
Cloud First Support Services, specifically designed for businesses that have 
migrated their Oracle business applications to the Cloud. Cloud First Support 
Services provide ongoing lifecycle management of Oracle Cloud Applications 
including on-demand expertise, ad hoc reporting, training and 24/7 monitoring 
and support to help you realise the benefits of your Cloud investment and make 
full use of system functionality.

Licensing & Software Asset Management

Our Strategic Licence Services and Software Asset Management as a Service 
(SAMaaS) enable you to confidently navigate intricate licensing protocols and 
ensure contractual compliance, minimise licensing costs, mitigate audit risks and 
set up a robust audit defence strategy.
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About DXC’s Oracle Practice

DXC is the largest independent provider of Oracle consulting and managed 
services. DXC provides dynamic technology leadership in delivering Oracle Cloud 
solutions, with a full continuum of services around Oracle’s integrated suite of 
applications, platform services, and engineered systems. Oracle has globally 
recognized DXC’s expertise and skills by accrediting us as a Modern Oracle 
PartnerNetwork (OPN) partner certified across all four tracks - Build, Sell, Service, 
License/Hardware. DXC has achieved Cloud Solutions Provider Expertise (CSPE), 
globally certified, audited, proven. 

Learn more at  
dxc.com/au/practices/oracle 
dxc.com/nz/practices/oracle

•   Australia and New Zealand’s 
largest Oracle partner practice

•   20+ years’ delivering  
Oracle solutions 

•   Hundreds of successful  
ERP implementations

•   Small start-ups to tier-one 
enterprises

•   Proven methodology  
and governance

•   Market-leading ERP  
insights and IP

If you’d like to find out more about our  
end-to-end BI and EPM expertise, services  
and technology solutions:

Email oracle.apac@dxc.com for more information.

Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission-critical systems 
and operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security 
and scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and 
public sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology 

Stack to drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience.  
Learn more about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.

Get the insights that matter.
 


